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Abstract

Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) can be implemented as
either internal DSL, i.e. essentially a library in a host general-
purpose programming language (GPL), or as external DSL
which is a stand-alone language unconstrained in its syntax.
This choice implies an inherent trade-o� between a limited
syntactic and representational �exibility (internal DSLs), or
an involved integration with GPLs and the need for a full
stack of tools from a parser to a code generator (external
DSLs).
We propose a solution which addresses this problem by

representing a subset of a GPL - from simple code patterns
to complex API calls - as GUI widgets in a hybrid editor. Our
approach relies on matching parametrized patterns against
the GPL program, and displaying the matched parts as dy-
namically rendered widgets. Such widgets can be interpreted
as components of an external DSL. Since the source code is
serialized as GPL text without annotations, there is no DSL
outside the editor - hence the term ‘virtual’ DSL.

This solution has several advantages. The underlying GPL
and the virtual DSL can be mixed in a compositional way,
with zero cost of their integration. The project infrastructure
does not need to be adapted. Furthermore, our approach
works with mainstream GPLs like Python or JavaScript.

To lower the development e�ort of such virtual DSLs,
we also propose an approach to generate patterns and the
corresponding text-only GUI widgets from pairs of examples.

We evaluate our approach and its implementation on use
cases from several domains. A live demo of the system can
be accessed at h�ps://puredit.korz.dev/ and the source code
with examples at h�ps://github.com/niklaskorz/puredit/.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Do-

main speci�c languages; Visual languages; Integrated and
visual development environments; Programming by example.
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1 Introduction

Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) have proven useful in
developing software systems, and are increasingly adopted
by practitioners in a multitude of application domains [16,
25, 43]. They can clearly communicate the intent of a part of
a system, hide irrelevant implementation details, and make
it harder to say "wrong things" in code. These properties
help to improve development productivity and prevent de-
fects. Finally, DSLs can e�ectively facilitate communication
between domain experts and developers.
DSLs can be implemented as either internal DSL, i.e. es-

sentially a library in a host general-purpose programming
language (GPL), or as external DSL which is a stand-alone
language unconstrained in its syntax. Internal DSLs can be
implemented more easily yet and naturally integrate in the
host GPL. However, they o�er only a limited syntactic and
representational �exibility which is tightly coupled with the
syntax of their host language. On the other hand, while not
limited in their syntax, the external DSLs face an issue of
complex and possibly ine�cient interfacing with other lan-
guages in the project. Moreover, they feature a high cost of
implementation due to a need for a full stack of tools from a
parser to code generator or compiler.

Projectional editors [56, 66, 67] solve the problem of in-
tegrating di�erent languages by being able to render each
language independently yet side-by-side. They can be also
enhanced with interactive, graphical elements such as ta-
bles or dynamic diagrams that suit the speci�c needs of a
certain domain. However, projectional editors come with an
increased development and maintenance e�ort for the DSL
developers, and have usability issues [67], such as challenges
of e�cient entering textual code, or code modi�cations. In
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1 ((table) => {

2 console.log("Replacing ...");

3 table.column("name").replace("Mister", "Mr.");

4 })

5 (db["students"]);

Listing 1. An example code in TypeScript.

1 change table students

2 console.log("Replacing ...");

3 table.column("name").replace("Mister", "Mr.");

4 end change

Listing 2. Hybrid representation of code from Listing 1.
Projections are shown in bold.

addition, code is typically serialized in a proprietary format,
making infrastructure integration di�cult.
To address these issues, we propose an approach which

extends a textual code editor with the ability to represent
parts of code as embedded textual or graphical GUIs. List-
ing 1 and Listing 2 illustrate this solution. Listing 1 shows a
fragment of TypeScript code as rendered in a conventional
editor or IDE. Lines 1 to 5 de�ne an anonymous function
with a parameter table and function body in lines 2 and 3.
Line 5 applies this function to an object db["students"]
representing a database table. Listing 2 displays how the
same program fragment is shown in our hybrid editor. Lines
1 and 4 in the latter listing are part of a projection, an embed-
ded GUI which o�ers a developer-friendly representation of
the source code lines 1, 4, and 5 from Listing 1. Projections
can be interpreted as components of an external DSL. Their
representation can assume any form - from text to tables to
diagrams to equations.

Within the projection shown in Listing 2 users can change
the argument students by typing it or selecting from a list
of recommendations (not shown). They can also edit the
textual code representation in lines 2 and 3 as usual. Users
can enter new (textual) projections in their code by using
the code recommendation feature of the hybrid editor. For
example, after typing ’c’ in an empty line in the live demo
the projection ’change table’ is proposed. It is also possible to
edit the hybrid and the traditional form of GPL source code
side by side, with updates being immediately synchronized.
Grammar errors in the GPL code lead to failure of identifying
the correct projection. As a consequence, the hybrid editor
shows the original (erroneous) GPL code instead.
We illustrate the �exibility of representation in the hy-

brid editor with a more complex example - visual editing
of mathematical expressions. We created a small Python li-
brary mathdsl (a wrapper of few large libraries) to support
conversion of formulas expressed in LaTeX into executable
NumPy code (see Section 5.2). Listing 3 shows code which
implements a rotation of a 2-dimensional vector by angle

1 import mathdsl

2 rotate, args = mathdsl.compile("\\begin{pmatrix}\\cos\\

theta & -\\sin\\theta\\\\ \\sin\\theta & \\cos\\theta

\\end{pmatrix}\\begin{pmatrix}x\\\\ y\\end{pmatrix}")

3 print("rotate(x, y, theta):")

4 print(rotate(x=1, y=2, theta=0.5))

Listing 3. Rotation of a two-dimensional vector using library
mathdsl.

Figure 1. Code from Listing 3 as shown in the hybrid editor.

\ using mathdsl. While this representation relieves users
familiar with LaTeX from coding in NumPy, the code in line
2 it is not easy to write and understand.
Figure 1 shows a representation of the same code in our

hybrid editor. Users can enter each part of mathematical ex-
pression as a LaTeX code and/or via a visual palette/keyboard
(opened by an icon at the end of line 2). Both code compre-
hension and the ease of editing are enhanced. A reader is
encouraged to try out this example in the live demo. Our
prototype also supports integration of such a solution in
JupyterLab.

An essential feature of our approach is that the source code
retains its traditional textual form while persisted, without
any annotations or changes (internally, code is represented
as an equivalent AST). In this way, the hybrid editor achieves
full compatibility with existing infrastructure tools like lin-
ters, compilers, or other editors. Furthermore, developers do
not need to adapt their code to use the system. E�ectively,
there are no traces of a DSL outside the editor - hence the
term ’virtual’ DSL.

Under the hood, the hybrid editor tries to �nd in the source
code fragments which match one of the prede�ned patterns.
In Listing 1, lines 1 and 5 match such a pattern. It is de�ned
together with the corresponding projection template, here
the one responsible for displaying lines 1 and 4 in Listing 2.
Our hybrid editor renders a projection for each matching
pattern (with corresponding parameters, e.g. students). As
outlined in Section 2.3, edits of the textual or projectional
representation update the internal AST model and might
trigger a redraw of the view.

A pattern and a projection template constitute together a
DSL component which is responsible for an alternative rep-
resentation of a speci�c aspect of the GPL language or its
library. Such components can be developed separately, al-
lowing to incrementally grow a virtual DSL in a modularized
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way. Compared to an external DSL, the development e�ort
for a virtual DSL is a typically smaller.
To lower the development cost even further we propose

an approach to generate patterns and the corresponding text-
only projection templates from multiple examples. A DSL
developer provides pairs of a GPL code to be matched and
desired textual projection. Our algorithm either requests for
more/other examples to resolve ambiguity or inconsistencies
or generates a DSL component (i.e. pattern and correspond-
ing projection template). These artifacts can be either used
directly or can serve as a basis for further re�nements.
In addition to work on projectional editing [9, 15, 37, 49,

52, 65, 67] there is already a substantial body of research on
enriching textual editors with interactive GUI-based compo-
nents for developer-friendly representation of code [1, 19, 54,
55, 59]. As discussed in Section 6, most approaches require
adaptation of the source code, and only few target main-
stream programming languages (and if so, predominantly
Java). Our work focuses on practical usability of such a so-
lution, in particular support for mainstream GPL languages
like Python or JavaScript, compatibility with an existing in-
frastructure, and a moderate development e�ort of virtual
DSLs. To further increase the practical value, our prototype
uses web-based technologies and is implemented in Type-
Script. It works almost out-of-the-box in JupyterLab and can
be easily adapted for Visual Studio Code or other web-based
editors.
The main contributions of this work are:

• Approach for speci�cation of patterns for matching
code fragments in GPL source code.
• Algorithm for matching code fragments and extraction
of arguments from code.
• Approach for e�cient rendering and editing of the
projections associated with patterns, and bidirectional
updating of textual and projectional code representa-
tion.
• Prototypical implementation of a web-based hybrid
editor as a stand-alone tool and a JupyterLab extension.
• Approach and an implementation for synthesizing DSL
components (with text-only projections) from samples
of pairs GPL code/textual projection.
• An evaluation via a proof-of-concept for the domains
spreadsheet processing and formula editing in GPL
languages TypeScript and Python.

This paper has the following structure. Section 2 details
the virtual DSL approach. Section 3 describes the algorithm
for generating DSL components from examples. Section 4
outlines the implementation. Section 5 describes the evalua-
tion. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 contains
conclusions.

1 let db = contextVariable("db");

2 let tbl = arg("table", "string");

3 let [changePattern,changeDraft] =

4 statementPattern‘

5 ((table) =>

6 ${ block({tbl:"table"}) })

7 (${ db }}[${ tbl }]);‘

8 ;

Listing 4. A description in the templating language of a
pattern which matches parts of code in Listing 1.

2 Virtual DSL - Concepts and Algorithms

A virtual DSL is a system consisting of a hybrid editor (same
for all projects), and a set of DSL components to be developed
for a speci�c scenario. Recall from Section 1 that each DSL
component is a pair including a pattern (de�ned rigorously
in Section 2.1) and a template projection. A pattern matches
in the edited program a code fragment called a projected

code (fragment). Such fragments can be simple expressions
or statements, calls to APIs or libraries, or even statements
in an internal DSLs. The projection templates are essentially
GUI components (widgets), in our implementation using the
Svelte web framework.
Section 2.1 describes how patterns are de�ned. In Sec-

tion 2.2 we outline the process of compositional matching of
these pattern and the extraction of arguments for projections.
Section 2.3 describes the mechanisms related to rendering
and editing projections.

2.1 Patterns and Templating Language

A pattern is a pair of an AST in a target GPL and an optional
set of data structures called active nodes. An active node con-
sists of a regular AST-node with a unique identi�er and a
separately maintained data structure referenced by this iden-
ti�er. Active nodes play a special role during the matching
process explained in Section 2.2 as they capture speci�c sets
of AST nodes or provide context information.
Since it is di�cult to create and edit a pattern directly,

we use a subset of TypeScript called templating language TL

for generating and representing patterns. A pattern descrip-
tion in TL is just a fragment of code in TypeScript which
contains one tagged template literal [32, sections 13.2.9 and
13.3.11] and optionally declares some objects using func-
tions arg(argName, nodeType), block(contextVars), or
contextVariable(varName). The role of these objects is to
create active nodes in the described pattern.

We illustrate the above concepts on an example. Listing 4
shows a TL description of a pattern matching lines 1, 4, and
5 in Listing 1, i.e. code shown as a projection in lines 1 and 4
of Listing 2. Lines 4 to 7 in Listing 4 contain the tagged tem-
plate literal which consists of a call to our custom function
statementPattern and a template literal, i.e. essentially a
string with parameters to be interpolated (parameters are
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shown highlighted). In TypeScript, these parameters are any
expressions enclosed in ${..}.
The template literal represents the AST to be matched.

All string parts (i.e. parts outside ${..}) will be turned
to AST nodes matched literally, and each parameter will
give rise to an active node. Consequently, a pattern cre-
ated by Listing 4 will have three active nodes. The latter
are created by the calls: block({tbl:"table"}) (line 6),
contextVariable("db") (lines 1 and 7), and arg("table",
"string") (lines 2 and 7), in this order. The details of these
functions are described in Section 2.1.1. Note that the string
parts of the template literal express the code of a target GPL
language, and could be e.g. Python, not necessarily Type-
Script as in this example.

In essence, the �rst active node captures an inner block of
target GPL statements enclosed by a matched source code
fragment. In in Listing 1 this block is in lines 2-3. The second
active node, db, is a context variable potentially intialized in
a surrounding pattern match. It speci�es a name of a vari-
able giving access to a database speci�ed in the surrounding
code. This access can be used by the hybrid editor to e.g.
dynamically provide a list of valid table names for parameter
recommendations within the current projection. Finally, the
third active node, tbl, has the task of capturing and updating
a value of a source code AST node of type string. It is then
used as a parameter to be shown and edited in the corre-
sponding projection. In this case, the value is "students" (line
5 in Listing 1), and the same value is shown in the projection
in Listing 2 (line 1).
A TL description like above is converted by our function

statementPattern to a pattern. In this process, each param-
eter of a tagged literal template generates an active node.
The corresponding internal data structure is kept for the
matching process (Section 2.2), and the parameter location
(substring ${..}) is replaced by a unique identi�er referenc-
ing this data structure. The literal template is then turned
into a normal string containing a fragment of the target
GPL code. We parse it subsequently into an AST using the
parser generator tree-sitter [62] into TypeScript, Python, or
(in future) other target GPL.

2.1.1 Details of Active Nodes. We describe in the fol-
lowing the three kinds of active nodes of a pattern and the
corresponding functions used in the templating language TL
to generate them.

Argument active node. This kind of node is speci�ed in TL
via the helper function arg(argumentName, nodeType). Its
purpose is capturing the text content of an identi�er or literal
nodes in the GPL source code as an argument for the corre-
sponding projection. Moreover, depending on the value of
nodeType, we can also capture arbitrary subtrees by specify-
ing a �lter function. The type speci�cation nodeType allows
to match AST-nodes by type and not their text content. Possi-
ble node types depend on the target GPL and are speci�ed by

tree-sitter. Furthermore, the captured value is accessible to
context variables under the argumentName. The parameter
argumentName sets the name under which a projection can
access the value captured in the source code.
Block active node. This kind of node is created in TL by

the helper function block(contextVariables). It captures
nested blocks of code, such as the body of a function def-
inition or the branch of an if-clause. Additionally, blocks
themselves are recursively searched for pattern matches,
in order to support compositionality. To this end optional
context variables (explained below) can be passed down to
patterns matching inner code.
Context variable active node. In TL, such nodes are ex-

pressed via the function contextVariable(variableName).
They declare context variables used in the pattern matches
within inner code blocks. For example, the name of the cur-
rently speci�ed table (in outer code block) can be passed
via such variables to patterns matching code within inner
code blocks. This can be helpful for e.g. recommendations
of column names in the inner projections. When a pattern is
initialized for the matching process, each such active node
is replaced by a value speci�ed by the corresponding con-
text variable. The latter are set in a surrounding context by
argument active nodes. Furthermore, context variables can
also be declared and initialized globally for the whole editor,
which is useful for providing the names of global variables
to the projections.

2.2 Pattern Matching on Abstract Syntax Trees

Contrary to pure projectional editors which store programs
in form of serialized trees (e.g. XML or JSON �les), the hybrid
editor serializes the source code in conventional text-based
form, internally maintaining an equivalent AST. Render-
ing requires dynamic detection of projected code fragments
matched by the patterns, extraction of the relevant informa-
tion, and dynamic creation or update of each projection.

Algorithms 1 and 2 show the pseudocode of the approach
for matching patterns in GPL code. We use the following
symbols. (A2 is a syntax tree of the currently edited �le and
%0C is the set of the de�ned patterns. �CG is a mapping from
context variables to their values, initially populated with
globally de�ned context variables.

Algorithm 1 visits each node = of the AST (A2 in a depth-
�rst search fashion (line 3). For each = and each de�ned
pattern ? it checks via MatchPattern whether the subtree
of (A2 starting at = matches the pattern ? . The pseudocode
does not show a small optimization such that for = only
patterns are considered with the same type of root node as
the type of = (see [42] for all details).
If there is match of ? at =, the result set '4B is updated

(line 8). Furthermore, for each inner code block identi�ed
by this match we issue a recursive call of FindPatterns at
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Algorithm 1 Top-level algorithm for matching patterns.

Require: (A2, %0C,�CG ⊲ See text for de�nitions.

1: function FindPatterns((A2,�CG)
2: '4B ← ∅ ⊲ Resulting set of matches

3: for all = ∈ DFS((A2) do

4: for all ? ∈ %0C do

5: �A6B ← ∅ ⊲ Set of captured arguments

6: �;:B ← ∅ ⊲ Set of captured blocks

7: if MatchPattern(?, =,�A6B, �;:B,�CG)
then

8: '4B ← '4B ∪ {(?, =,�A6B, �;:B)}

9: ⊲ Recursively search all inner code blocks ⊳

10: for all (=̂, �̂) ∈ �;:B do

11: (̂ ← GetSubtreeAtNode(=̂, (A2)

12: '4B ← '4B ∪ FindPatterns((̂ ,�CG ∪
�̂)

13: end for

14: break ⊲ At most one match per =

15: end if

16: end for

17: end for

18: return '4B

19: end function

a subtree (̂ , i.e. the root node of the code block, to support
compositionality (lines 11-12).
The algorithm returns a set of matches. Each is a tuple
(?, =,�A6B, �;:B) of a pattern ? , root node = of an ASTmatch-
ing ? , and sets �A6B , �;:B of captured arguments and cap-
tured blocks, respectively.

The pattern candidates are evaluated by function Match-

Pattern. In essence, a node = of (A2 matches a pattern when
it is deeply equivalent to the pattern’s root node, see the
recursive descend at lines 24-29. This function also updates
the sets�A6B and �;:B according to the meaning of the active
nodes (lines 2-9), see Section 2.1, and checks that the context
variables have correct values in the candidate AST subtree
(lines 10-13).

2.3 Rendering and Editing Projections

Given a set of matches<1, . . .,<: (output of Algorithm 1)
and the prede�ned projection templates the hybrid editor
is capable of rendering the edited program ( . Essentially,
all statements (or AST subtrees) in ( not included in any of
the matchings are identi�ed as non-projected code. These
parts of ( are shown in a traditional textual form. On the
other hand, the rendering of each projected code fragment
is delegated to the respective projection.
The process of updating internal model of the hybrid ed-

itor requires more detailed explanation. When the source
code changes due to edits of the textual or the projectional
parts the internal model (i.e. source code state) of the hybrid
editor becomes invalid. Incremental, i.e. local updates of this

Algorithm 2 A function for testing whether an AST tree
matches a pattern and extracting arguments and code blocks.

1: functionMatchPattern(?, =,�A6B, �;:B,�CG )
2: if isArgumentNode(?) ∧ nodeType(=) =

requiredType(?) then

3: �A6B ← �A6B ∪ {(argumentName(?), =)}

4: return true
5: end if

6: if isBlockNode(?) then

7: �;: ← �;: ∪ {(=, blockCxtSet(?))}

8: return true
9: end if

10: if isContextVariable(?) then

11: E ← contextVariableName(?)

12: return isIdenti�er(=) ∧ E ∈ dom(�CG) ∧

�CG (E) = text(=)

13: end if

14: if nodeType(?) ≠ nodeType(=) then

15: return false
16: end if

17: ⊲ Atomi (leaf) nodes must be compared by their texts ⊳

18: if isAtomic(?) then

19: return text(?) = text(=)

20: end if

21: if |children(?) | ≠ |children(=) | then

22: return false
23: end if

24: ⊲ Children of ? and = are assumed to be aligned ⊳

25: for all ?̂ ∈ children(?), =̂ ∈ children(=) do

26: if ¬MatchPattern(?̂, =̂, �A6B, �;:B,�CG ) then
27: return false
28: end if

29: end for

30: return true
31: end function

model are di�cult to achieve due to presence of context vari-
ables. Therefore we need to rerun Algorithm 1 in order to
re-match the entire AST against the prede�ned patterns, and
re-render the hybrid representation.
To optimize this process, we reuse the instantiated pro-

jections created by the previous model if possible. To this
end we need to compare source code ranges A ′1, . . . , A

′
:
of the

projected code (obtained from the matchings <′1, . . ., <
′
:
)

from the previous model against the projected code ranges
A1, . . . , A: of the new model. If some A ′9 and A8 overlap for
the same pattern, we can reuse the previously instantiated
projection after updating it with new argument values. In
general, this provides a smooth user experience even for
larger source code �les.
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1 tbl["name"] = tbl["name"].replace("Mister", "Mr.");

2 replace Mister with Mr. in column name

3

4 tbl["title"] = tbl["title"].replace("PhD", "Dr.");

5 replace PhD with Dr. in column title

6

7 tbl["adr"] = tbl["adr"].replace("Road", "Rd.");

8 replace Road with Rd. in column adr

Listing 5. Samples of projected code and the corresponding
(textual) projection.

3 Generating DSL Components from
Examples

In this section we propose an algorithm for synthesizing
simple patterns and projections from multiple samples of
GPL code and textual projections.
While the development e�ort of a pattern and a corre-

sponding projection template is modest (below 100 LOC of
a typical case, see Section 5), a developer of a virtual DSL
might be faced with a steep learning curve due to multi-
ple frameworks/technologies. In our implementation, de-
veloping a pattern requires knowledge of TypeScript and
Javascript’s tagged template literals (see Section 2.1), and cre-
ating a projection template assumes familiarity with Svelte
and optionally with HTML/CSS.

To this end we propose an approach to synthesize a basic
form of a pattern and a corresponding projection template
from multiple examples of pairs (projected code, projection).
We assume that the projections are of textual form, like in
lines 1 and 4 in Listing 2. Consequently, projection templates
can be understood in context of this section as string tem-
plates where static text is interweaved with parts displaying
variable and editable content called placeholders.

Listing 5 gives an example of 3 pairs of samples, each pair
consisting of projected code and the corresponding expected
textual projection. The code samples must be selected or
created by the DSL-developer such that they di�er in tokens
indicating placeholders. Here the argument to tbl["name"]
and both arguments to replace() indicate the di�erences.
Analogously, di�erences between projection texts indicate
positions of the placeholders. For the �rst pair, these posi-
tions are at the tokens Mister, Mr., and name. By using the
same placeholder values in a code sample and in it’s projec-
tion we indicate how the placeholders should be mapped.
Given this input, our algorithm is able to generate a de-

rived pattern and corresponding derived (projection) template.
Latter is the core part of a GUI widget (in our prototype, a
Svelte component) rendering the projection in the hybrid
editor. Despite of some limitations, this solution covers many
simple cases without a need for any coding. The generated
code can be useful even for more experienced developers as
a skeleton for further extensions.

1 // Pattern prototype (AST unparsed)

2 tbl[<2?1>] = tbl[<2?2>].replace(<2?3>, <2?4>);

3

4 // Projection template prototype (list joined)

5 replace <??1> with <??2> in column <??3>

Listing 6. Pattern and projection template prototypes de-
rived from Listing 5. <> indicate placeholders.

The relevant limitations of the approach are (in addition
to text-only form of projections) lack of context variables
(Section 2.1.1). Moreover, a derived pair pattern/template can
have at most one nested code block. A DSL-developer can
still provide these features, they are not generally precluded.
We opted for this simple form to reduce ambiguity and keep
the number of required examples low.
In the following we detail our approach. Section 3.1 dis-

cusses how we identify constant and variable parts of GPL
code by comparing the AST trees of the samples. In Sec-
tion 3.2 we explain how projection samples are used to gen-
erate a textual template. Section 3.3 outlines mapping of
placeholders found in code to those found in projections.
Finally, Section 3.4 explains how this information is used to
generate the pair pattern/projection template.

3.1 Analyzing Samples of Projected Code

The goal of analyzing samples is to obtain a pattern prototype
de�ned as an AST-tree with some nodes marked as place-
holders. Listing 6 (top) shows the unparsed, i.e. serialized
pattern prototype derived from the code samples in List-
ing 5. Additionally, we compute a list of paths to the found
placeholders in this prototype. This is required for mapping
pattern and projection placeholders.

The algorithmworks iteratively. Each sample code is parsed
to an AST (which are formally also pattern prototypes). The
comparison of two �rst ASTs yields a �rst candidate for pat-
tern prototype, which is then compared against third code
sample AST, yielding second candidate result etc. When all
nodes of - are processed, we return the last candidate as the
pattern prototype, and a list of paths to the placeholders.
A recursive comparison of two ASTs - and . (or tech-

nically, two pattern prototypes) is the core of this routine.
Given a list of AST nodes G1, . . . , G: (e.g. children of a node)
from - and the same-length list ~1, . . . , ~: of nodes from
. , we test which node pairs (G8 , ~8 ) are identical and which
di�er. A pair is considered identical if both nodes have same
AST-type, same content (e.g. identi�er text), and are leaves.
If G8 are ~8 are same-type non-leaves with equal number of
children, we perform a recursive descend on the set of their
children.
Otherwise, G8 and ~8 are considered di�erent. They are

marked as placeholders, and their tree path is recorded. If
both have the same AST-node type, we inherit this type to
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their placeholders. In other case it is considered a ’wildcard’,
i.e. the placeholder can match any type.

3.2 Analyzing Samples of Projections

Analogously to code samples, strings representing textual
projections are compared for common (equal) and diverging
parts. The goal is to obtain a (projection) template prototype

which is an alternating list 20, E0, 21, E1, . . . of static strings
28 (for common parts) and placeholders E8 (for diverging
parts). We assume here that two subsequent variable parts
are always separated by a static part, e.g. a comma. Listing 6
(bottom) shows the template prototype derived from the
projection samples in Listing 5 (list joined to one string).
First, each sample projection text is turned into a list of

tokens. Note that this list can be considered a special case of
a prototype. We set the �rst sample as the initial solution and
then iteratively re�ne the current version ? of a template
prototype by comparing it against the next sample B .

At each iteration step, we use the Meyer’s Di� algorithm
[51] for detecting the longest common token subsequences
between ? and B . We exploit the fact that each longest com-
mon token subsequence 28 must be followed by a diverging
part E8 (E8 might be optional for the last common subse-
quence). For each 28 found by Meyer’s Di� algorithm we
can thus add to the updated version ?′ of the prototype the
string 28 as the subsequent static part, and the E8 as the next
placeholder.

3.3 Mapping Placeholders from Code to Projections

The next goal is to map placeholders found in code sam-
ples (Section 3.1) to those found in projection samples (Sec-
tion 3.2). To make the presentation clearer, we call the earlier
c-placeholders 2? and the latter p-placeholders ?? . In List-
ing 6 we have c-placeholders 2?1, . . . , 2?4 and p-placeholders
??1, . . . , ??3.

Assume that we are given c-placeholders 2?1, . . . , 2?< , p-
placeholders ??1, . . . , ??= , a projection template prototype
C (found as in Section 3.2), a list + of tree paths to the c-
placeholders (found as in Section 3.1), and the pairs of sam-
ples (21, ?1), . . . , (2: , ?: ). We want to �nd a relation" which
maps each 2?8 to exactly one ?? 9 , and each ?? 9 appears in
the image of " (in other words, " is surjective). It means
that multiple placeholders in the code can be ’connected’
by the same value, but this group corresponds to only one
placeholder in the projection.
We propose the following algorithm to this end. We iter-

ate over the pairs of samples and build" incrementally. For
(2G , ?G ) we compute a list & of strings of ?G which corre-
spond to the placeholders in the template prototype C (the list
is ordered such that 8th element corresponds to ??8 ). We can
achieve this by using again the Meyer’s Di� algorithm on
?G and C : each divergent sequence of tokens corresponds to
one p-placeholder, since common subsequences are identical
static parts of ?G and C . For example, ?1 in Listing 5 gives

& = ["Mister", "Mr.", "name"] corresponding to ??1, ??2, ??3
in C .
The strings in & create a link between p-placeholders

and c-placeholders since they should also appear in the code
sample 2G . To exploit this, we iterate over+ (the tree paths to
c-placeholders), and for each E8 ∈ + we retrieve the AST node
or AST-subtree in 2G referenced by E8 . The text obtained from
this AST fragment is searched in & . If found at position 9 in
& , we have obtained a mapping of a c-placeholder 2?8 to p-
placeholder ?? 9 :" (2?8 ) = ?? 9 . For example, after processing
the �rst pair (21, ?1), we obtain the mapping " de�ned by
2?1 → ??3, 2?2 → ??3, 2?3 → ??1, 2?4 → ??2.

If di�erent pairs of samples create incoherent mappings
(i.e. a c-placeholder is mapped to di�erent p-placeholders),
the algorithm terminates with an error. We also check that
all p-placeholders are covered. Finally, " is returned after
all pairs of samples are processed.

3.4 Constructing a Pattern and a Projection

Template

After the three processing steps outlined above a derived
pattern and a corresponding projection template can be con-
structed. We save both artifacts a regular source code �les
which can be used or edited as any manually developed
pattern/template pair.
A derived pattern is obtained from any code sample 28

(formally, a string) by replacing the substrings correspond-
ing to c-placeholders by strings representing calls to helper
functions discussed in Section 2.1.1. To this end we iterate
over the AST paths identifying c-placeholders (found in Sec-
tion 3.1), for each one we retrieve the substring range in 28
corresponding to this AST path, and replace it by the func-
tion call. Information about the source code range of each
AST subtree is provided by default by tree-sitter.

A derived projection template is created from a skeleton
of a GUI widget which displays text only and admits at most
one nested block. The parametrized part is a list of tokens,
where each token is either an HTML string for the static
parts of the projection or a p-placeholder. Each p-placeholder
is displayed as a TextInput component and ’wired’ to the
correct c-placeholder(s) (i.e. helper function calls) in the
derived pattern according to the mapping" (Section 3.3).

4 Implementation Details

4.1 Overall Architecture

We use CodeMirror [8] web-based editor as a basis for our
hybrid editor. In this environment, any components repre-
sentable in HTML and JavaScript (in particular, any Svelte
components) can be used as projection widgets. However,
conceptually other extensible editors or IDEs such as Visual
Studio Code or its basis library Monaco Editor [14] are a
suitable basis for the hybrid editor.
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Following this choice, the primary programming language
of the project is TypeScript, with some complementary li-
braries like tree-sitter using other languages at their core. In
particular, all algorithms described in Section 2 are imple-
mented in TypeScript.

We make the hybrid editor available in two environments.
The �rst is as a stand-alone browser-based editor with a web
server as a backend (see the live demo). The other environ-
ment is JupyterLab [40], a popular tool data scientists. Since
JupyterLab uses CodeMirror as its cell (code) editor, we can
integrate our hybrid editor as a frontend extension, without
a�ecting the Jupyter backend. This environment is used in
both virtual DSLs discussed in Section 5.

4.2 Projections: Implementation and Editor

Integration

Projections in the hybrid editor could be implemented by
any of the web frond end frameworks based on JavaScript,
like React, Angular, Vue, or Svelte. Using such generic frame-
works for projections o�er �exibility, thus potentially allow-
ing evenmore special projections such as diagrams or editors
for graphical user interfaces. We choose Svelte [11] to its
reactivity, small size of transferred �les, ease of debugging,
and lifecycle events.
A key feature needed in a hybrid editor is the ability to

replace ranges of text with custom display and editing com-
ponents. CodeMirror o�ers this ability via replacement dec-

orations [33] which can render any HTML content instead
of a speci�ed text range. As CodeMirror renders its con-
tents using conventional HTML and CSS, it is possible to
turn these elements into interactive widgets (i.e. projections)
using JavaScript.
When the document undergoes updates, previous deco-

rations are retained if they remain relevant in the updated
positions. Consequently, the Svelte properties update to the
new match, leading to an automatic refresh of the widget’s
contents. This approach ensures continuity and alignment
with user input.

Our system understands that CodeMirror expects widget
classes to adhere to a speci�c element-producing interface.
To streamline this process, we’ve designed a wrapper func-
tion that automatically morphs Svelte components into the
desired widget classes. This wrapper plays a crucial role,
ensuring that all critical data, such as the pattern match,
context, and editor state, is transferred and updated as Svelte
properties whenever changes occur.

4.2.1 Input Management. User input management is piv-
otal in our system. A shared TextInput component handles
user input directly, replacing the source code at the corre-
sponding AST node. This action triggers a syntax tree re-
match, causing the system to update the components with
fresh match data. The underlying principle is maintaining
the textual document as the authentic source for projections

visible to the user, ensuring consistency. Replacing code with
user input is a straightforward process, especially for string
literals, where the requirement is merely replacing any quo-
tation marks with their escaped variants. For more complex
node types, we’ve implemented serialization functions that
guarantee the produced code aligns with the �eld’s pattern
node.
To ensure the projections blend well with the rest of the

document, cursor movement is monitored to provide a �uent
transition between projection and code. We include a focus
manager in every projection instance that is responsible for
keeping track of the focusable inputs inside a projection wid-
get and of the input that is currently focused. On internal
cursor movement, the focus manager ensures the next or
previous input element is focused, depending on whether
the cursor has "left" the �eld on the start or end side. For the
�rst and last input inside the projection, the cursor is moved
to a position in the text editor adjacent to the projection in-
stead. Overall, this improves the user experience by allowing
modi�cations of the whole document without having to use
a mouse.
New projections are inserted into the edited program

through our hybrid editor’s completion mechanism. As the
user types a text sequence resembling a projection’s name,
they can choose a suggested projection to insert into the doc-
ument. The system then generates a code snippet from the
original code pattern template, replaces template placehold-
ers with empty values, and integrates it into the document.

4.3 Simpli�ed De�nitions of Projections

The analysis of the development e�ort via counting non-
comment Lines of Code (LOC) in Section 5 reveals that the
majority of line count can be attributed to the code of a
Svelte component. However, a closer look at the Svelte com-
ponents reveals that these consist mostly of import state-
ments and HTML code instead of logic. Consequently, we
have introduced a wrapper function simpleProjection. It
creates projectional widgets without need to understand
Svelte components or the internals of the CodeMirror editor.

Listing 7, lines 12-15 shows an application of this function.
It receives an array of tokens, where a token is either a string,
a reference to a code placeholder 2? (as de�ned in Section 3),
or an array of such references if multiple source code parts
are to be modi�ed by a projection �eld. The placeholder
reference must be named identically as the special element
produced by the arg helper function for 2? (Section 2.1)
created when de�ning the associated pattern. In this way, we
’wire’ the code placeholders with the projection placeholders
and avoid typos.
Listing 7 shows a pattern de�nition in the TL (top) and

a simpli�ed projection de�nition (bottom) of a component
for spreadsheet analysis DSL. The object references fName,
sName specifying code placeholders (or special elements of
type argument node) in the pattern de�nition are used in
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1 // Pattern definition

2 const dsl = contextVariable("dsl");

3 const fName = arg("fName", "string");

4 const sName = arg("sName", "string");

5

6 export const [pattern, draft] =

7 pythonParser.statementPattern‘

8 with ${dsl}.load_sheet(${fName}, ${sName}) as sheet:

9 ${block({ sheet: "sheet" })}

10 ‘;

11

12 // Simplified definition of a projection

13 export const widget = simpleProjection(

14 ["load sheet", sName, "from", fName, ":"]

15 );

Listing 7. De�nitions of a pattern via Templating Language
and its projection in a simpli�ed form.

1 with dsl.load_sheet("Chromatography.xlsx", "raw data")

2 as sheet:

3 K, B = sheet.take("K4:L35", "isinstance(L,int)")

4 A, B = sheet.join("A4:B46704", K, "abs(K - A)",

5 dsl.AggregationMethod["minimal"])

6 dsl.store_sheet("output.xlsx", "output", [K, L, B])

Listing 8. Example Python script for processing Excel data.

the call to simpleProjection. In this way, variable parts of
the source code and the projection are uniquely connected.

5 Evaluation

5.1 DSL for Spreadsheet Analysis

We implemented a virtual DSL for analysis of Excel spread-
sheets. The use case is motivated by a cooperation with
researchers from a biomedical �eld. Their lab uses chro-
matography methods for genome analysis of viruses. The
device performing the analysis exports its results as Excel
�les which need further analysis to extract relevant data.
Due to data variations and lack of programming skills these
�les are processed manually, which is a repetitive and error-
prone task. With the virtual DSL these researchers should be
able to use and adapt scripts for automated processing yet
retain the �exibility of a host GPL for a future automated
processing pipeline.

The implementation uses as the environment JupyterLab
and Python as the host GPL. We developed a simple package
(library) in Python based on the module openpyxl [27] which
performs several tasks like loading a spreadsheet, conditional
cell selection, joining of cell ranges, and storing the results
in a new spreadsheet. Listing 8 shows a typical Python script
used in this scenario. Here dsl is a quali�er to our package.
For this virtual DSL we implemented four pattern/pro-

jection pairs, for the library calls load, take, join, and store.
Figure 2 illustrates how the code from Listing 8 is actually
shown in the JupyterLab hybrid editor.

Figure 2. Code from Listing 8 as shown in the hybrid editor.

5.1.1 Discussion. Implementation of this virtual DSL has
shown qualitatively that the proposed concept of a virtual
DSL is useful. Moreover, the presented algorithms and the
implementation have been veri�ed as correct. The hybrid
editor is responsive and due to the special care of input man-
agement (Section 4.2.1) o�ers a smooth editing experience.
However, we did not conduct a rigorous user study. We

relied on feedback from one tester as well as our own experi-
ences with the system to conclude high responsiveness and
correctness of the implementation. The intended customers
have not yet introduced the system (changes in the process
require time investment on both sides) but are interested. A
more thorough evaluation with a user study remains a part
of the future work.

Note that the hybrid editor presentation in Figure 2 is not
radically more user friendly than the textual representation
of code in Listing 8. However, for researchers from non-CS
�elds the threshold for considering a software solution as
’too complex’ is rather low. Consequently, even a moder-
ate improvement of readability and editing experience (also
due to parameter recommendations within projections) was
relevant in this case.

5.2 DSL for Formula Editing

The next virtual DSL o�ers graphical formula (or equation)
editing using mathematical notations. It demonstrates that
our approach can also tackle non-textual projections, see
Figure 3. Instead of implementing the desired projections
from scratch, we leverage the fact that our hybrid editor
can use any HTML/JavaScript components, and build upon
Mathlive [28], a web-based graphical editor for mathemati-
cal equations. We choose LaTeX as its output format. This
enables to use latex2sympy2 [46], a library to transform La-
TeX equations into SymPy [12] objects at runtime. SymPy
can perform on these objects tasks such as simpli�cation
and solving of equations, but it can also generate executable
Python functions.

We �rst implement a small Python library/module mathdsl
that transforms LaTeX equations into performant (due to
internal use of NumPy), executable Python functions. The
module provides two functions: compile and evaluate. Ear-
lier function transforms LaTeX equations into an executable
form but does not evaluate them, while the other immedi-
ately performs the evaluation.
Both functions assume as their �rst argument a string

containing the LaTeX code. The compile function returns
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1 // Pattern for the compile function

2 expressionPattern‘

3 ${contextVariable("mathdsl")}

4 .compile(${arg("latex", "string")})

5 ‘;

6 // Pattern for the evaluate function

7 expressionPattern‘

8 ${contextVariable("mathdsl")}

9 .evaluate(${arg("latex", "string")}, locals())

10 ‘;

Listing 9. Two patterns for the graphical formula editor
expressed in the Templating Language.

Figure 3. A hybrid editor view during editing a function to
compute an inverse of a 2G2-matrix with mathdsl.

the generated function as well as a tuple of free symbols
in the equation. For the evaluation function, an additional
parameter must be provided next to the code that describes
the variable scope to evaluate the term in. The patterns used
to match these operations are de�ned in Listing 9 using
the Templating Language. Unlike in previous examples, we
declare these patterns to be expressions instead of statements.
This makes it possible to embed the equation editor in normal
code statements.
The corresponding hybrid editor has been integrated in

JupyterLab [40] (see sources of our project) and in the live
demo (tab ’Python’). Figure 1 in the introduction shows how
the hybrid editor represents a function for rotating a vector.
The corresponding Python source code is given in Listing 3.
Another example is shown in Figure 3 with the correspond-
ing source code in Listing 10. While editing the formula in
the hybrid editor, interactive GUI elements support matrix
editing and transformations. Also, visual keyboard is avail-
able for entering symbols and operators without knowledge
of LaTeX (not shown; available in live demo).
Overall, we conclude that the choice HTML/JavaScript-

based projectionwidgets, allows for awide range of scenarios
and types of projectional forms. Especially this enables access
to a large ecosystem of open source libraries and components
for web-based GUIs.

1 invert, args = mathdsl.compile("\\frac{1}{ad-bc}

2 {\\begin{pmatrix}d & -b \\\\ -c & a \\end{pmatrix}}")

3 print(invert(a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4))

4 # output:

5 # [[-2. 1. ]

6 # [ 1.5 -0.5]]

Listing 10. Python source code corresponding to Figure 3.

Table 1. Implementation sizes in non-blank LOC of four
operations for the spreadsheed DSL. The total LOC for sim-
pli�ed de�nition of projections is shown in bold.

Operation Pattern Svelte Svelte (simple) Total
load 21 49 3 70/24
take 22 56 3 78/25
join 24 77 3 101/27
store 21 55 3 76/24

5.3 Analysis of the Development E�ort

We analyze and discuss here the implementation size of the
virtual DSL from Section 5.1 as a proxy for the development
e�ort of such a DSL. Due to a limited scope of this project
we could not yet conducted a controlled developer study on
the coding e�ort. However, such a study can be pursued as
a part of the future work.

Table 1 shows the number of non-comment Lines of Code
(LOC) the four DSL components. Our original implementa-
tion of Svelte components produced a rather verbose code
with large LOC values, see column "Svelte" in this table.
These large LOC numbers can be signi�cantly reduced by
using the simpli�ed de�nition of projections introduced in
Section 4.3. While the simpli�ed de�nitions slightly limit
the �exibility of projections, it is possible to use them for
the four DSL components constituting the virtual DSL for
analysis of Excel spreadsheets. Listing 7 shows that even the
most complex of the 4 projections can be de�ned in this way.
The LOC count becomes for each projection only 3.

On average, the LOC for pattern code is 22 LOC. Using
the simpli�ed projection de�nitions we reach an average of
25 LOC as the implementation length of a DSL component,
or 100 LOC for the whole spreadsheet DSL. This is already
comparable to the size to the Python library code (69 LOC).
The original ’naive’ implementation of Svelte components
gives an average of 59.25 LOC per projection and average
of 81.25 LOC per DSL component. We conclude that the
simpli�ed de�nition of projection templates can signi�cantly
reduce the implementation e�ort and improve maintability.

5.4 Generating Patterns and Projections from

Samples: Advantages and Limitations

The approach for generating DSL components from exam-
ples introduced in Section 3 might even further reduce the
development e�ort and make virtual DSL accessible for users
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1 # Code sample 1

2 with dsl.load_sheet("chroma.xlsx", "raw data") as sheet:

3 sheet.do_something()

4 # Projection sample 1

5 load sheet raw data from chroma.xlsx :

6

7 # Code sample 2

8 with excel_dsl.load_sheet("cost.xlsx", "April") as sheet:

9 sheet.do_some_other_thing()

10 # Projection sample 2

11 load sheet April from cost.xlsx :

Listing 11. Samples for the load operation.

with limited programming skills. The majority of the code
required for de�ning patterns and projections can be pro-
vided by the generator, thus decreasing the initial hurdle
for developers to create a projectional editor for their DSL.
The key question is whether the generator can create correct
patterns and projection templates for realistic scenarios. To
this end, we attempted to generate these components for all
DSL components of the spreadsheet DSL from Section 5.1.
Due to space limits, we describe here only the results for
the load and take operations (results for join and store were
similar).
Running the samples from Listing 11 through our gen-

erator algorithm yields a pattern and projection template
whose placeholders are correctly connected. Note the space
character before the colon in the projection samples, which
is required to satisfy the tokenizer used in the generator.
This evaluation reveals some shortcomings of the ap-

proach from Section 3.1. In the chosen samples, the nested
statements included in the respective with statements’ blocks
only di�er by the method identi�er after the dot in�x. Thus,
the algorithm generates a pattern that includes two variable
identi�er nodes at these positions instead of a block. If we
replace these two nested statements by code without any
AST overlap, such as x = 42 and print("Hello"), then a
wildcard placeholder is generated which would match an ar-
bitrary statement, but not a block with multiple statements.
To express the intent of including multiple statements in
the block, one more statement must be added to one of the
samples. Now, the algorithm correctly detects a block at this
position in the AST.

Furthermore, the generator does not perform any kind of
context analysis. Thus, the variable nodes dsl and excel_dsl
are not identi�ed as context variables but simply as place-
holder nodes of type identi�er. Similarly, the generated pat-
tern does not provide any context variables to the nested
block. These two parts must be edited by hand in the gener-
ated pattern.
Finally, it is advisable to change the generated variable

names to more meaningful names to help with later main-
tenance. We call the two variables that map to parts of the
projection fileName and sheetName. The context variable

1 # Pattern

2 with ${contextVariable("dsl")}.load_sheet(

3 ${arg("fileName", "string")},

4 ${arg("sheetName", "string")}

5 ) as sheet:

6 ${block({ sheet: "sheet" })}

7

8 # Projection

9 load sheet sheetName from fileName :

Listing 12. Final pattern and projection for the load opera-
tion.

1 # Code sample 1

2 K, L = sheet.take("K4:L35", "isinstance(L, int)")

3 # Projection sample 1

4 take K, L from K4:L35 where isinstance(L, int)

5

6 # Code sample 2

7 A, B, C = the_sheet.take("A1:C100", "A + B == C")

8 # Projection sample 2

9 take A, B, C from A1:C100 where A + B == C

Listing 13. Samples for the take operation.

for the DSL module name is simply called dsl and the sheet
context variable passed to the nested block becomes sheet.
The �nal pattern and projection are shown in Listing 12.

For sake of brevity, we show only a textual form of the projec-
tion instead of the code of the generated Svelte component.
Listing 13 shows samples for the operation take. Similar

problems with load occur here at the attempt to generate a
pattern and a projection template. Instead of a problem with
detection of a block, the code samples must have a di�erent
amount of identi�ers before the assignment to express that
the pattern should not match the identi�ers themselves as
placeholders but the whole list of identi�ers. Also here con-
text variables are incorrectly detected and must be replaced
by the context variable sheet in the generated pattern. As
before, we rename the variables to be more meaningful.

This case study revealed how our generator can be further
improved. Context variables in particular are not covered by
the generator and require manual editing of the generated
code. Currently, the code samples provided to the generator
are isolated per DSL operation, preventing a connection of
placeholders that appear in multiple operations. Comparing
the code samples of di�erent operations should allow the
generator to identify placeholder nodes as context variables
if they appear in multiple operations but not in any of the
projections. Furthermore, the declarations of nested blocks
could automatically be �lled with the context variables by
analyzing the identi�er or parameter nodes a�ecting the vari-
able scope inside the block. This however requires knowledge
about the host language’s scope resolution behavior.
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6 Related Work

Research areas relevant to our work are hybrid textual editors,
projectional editors, Domain Speci�c Languages, and language
workbenches. Furthermore, work in programming by example

is connected to our code generation approach.
Hybrid textual editors relate directly to our work. We use

this term to bracket contributions which extend textual code
editors with the ability to express parts of the code in an
alternative form, typically as visual GUI elements. Contrary
to our work, the approaches described below do not address
generation of such GUI components from examples.

Eisenberg andKiczales [18–20] propose ETMOP, an Eclipse-
based editor which renders selected parts of Java code as
interactive graphical elements. Using Java 5 annotations, a
developer speci�es which methods and classes should be
shown in a graphical way. Similarly to our work, ETMOP
uses pattern matchers to recognize these annotations. How-
ever, our approach matches directly the code parts to be
shown as projections and does not require annotations or
other developer intervention. Our technique also works for
host GPL languages which do not support annotations.
Later works [1, 54, 59] share the same concept of speci-

fying which parts of code are represented in an alternative
form via annotations or syntax extension of the edited code.

Work of Renggli et al. propose language boxes [59], a mod-
ular mechanism to encapsulate language extensions such
as DSLs. The key idea is to extend the grammar of the host
language (here: Smalltalk) using the concept of executable
grammars [5]. The approach can combine di�erent textual
notations using delimiters inserted explicitly using a special-
purpose editor. It assumes that the grammar, compiler and
editor of the host language can be extended, which incurs a
considerable e�ort for mainstream languages like Python.

Andersen et al. propose syntactic extensions for the Racket
language [24] in terms of interactive syntax [1]. Such (textual)
syntax extensions are rendered as interactive GUIs by an
appropriate editor, here DrRacket. The authors posit that the
approach is compatible with other languages with a macro
system, such as Closure, Julia, Rust, or even C++. Contrary to
this, our method does not require a macro system and works
with languages like Python or JavaScript. Our approach also
supports compositionality, i.e projections can be nested.

Omar et al. introduce live literals, or livelits which embed
user-de�ned GUIs into textual code [54]. The implementa-
tion in Hazel/OCaml extends the above-cited work [1] with
compositionality, type safety, and liveness. The latter means
that the evaluation of livelits occur in the runtime environ-
ment of the program being written. As [1], livelits require a
host language with a macro system and a pure (functional)
host language, di�erently to our work. However, the authors
note that imperative languages can be also covered, with
more e�ort.

A slightly di�erent �avor of a hybrid textual editor is
described in [55]. Upon triggering the code completion func-
tionality of the editor, the developer is presented with a
context-sensitive palette, i.e. a GUI which allows for an in-
teractive speci�cation of expressions, statements or API pa-
rameters. A prototype called Graphite provides palettes for
regular expressions and for color selection in Java. Di�er-
ently to our approach, palettes must be associated with a
target class via annotations or explicitly via menus. Also,
Graphite shows the enriched code representation only lo-
cally and during editing, which limits code comprehension.

Barista [41] is an implementation framework designed for
creating projectional editors with a strong support for textual
input. Editors constructed with Barista represent code as a
proprietary data structure (a model), but they deploy parsing
techniques that treat the structure as if it were textual. For
example, equations are displayed visually as math, but when
a caret is placed on them, a textual view is shown.
French et al. [26] propose a similar system which can

embed interactive graphical objects in Java or Python textual
code. The internal representation takes form of a modi�ed
AST. Contrary to our work, the last two approaches must be
aware of all syntactic structures of a target language, leading
to a considerably larger development e�ort.

Further systems add visual programming to textual code.
Examples include Boxer [17], Scratch [60], or Smalltalk with
its live programming capability [48]. Mathematica [35] sup-
ports expressions which include visual elements such as im-
ages or diagrams. These can copied and pasted into textual
expressions but also manipulated in a GUI-fashion. Jupyter
and JupyterLab [40] allow inserting widgets like sliders that
modify parameters of code. The Jupyter API extension mage

[39] enables creation of tools that can represent themselves
as both code and GUI as needed.

Our previouswork [2] enhances text editing by embedding
user-de�ned DSLs as code comments. During editing, a code
completion action on these comments expands a DSL ex-
pression into regular Python or R code. Our tool NLDSL [10]
is implemented as an extension for Visual Studio Code and
can be easily ported to all IDEs which support Microsoft’s
Language Server Protocol [13]. Contrary to work presented
here, NLDSL requires developers to edit DSL expressions
and manually trigger code generation. Moreover, NLDSL
supports only textual DSLs.

Projectional editors were pioneered in the 1970s and 1980s
by projects like Cornell Program Synthesizer [65], Incremen-

tal Programming Environment [49], and GANDALF [52]. A
key feature of such systems is the ability for provide dif-
ferent ways of viewing and editing program components.
For example, embedded data can be shows as a spreadsheet,
state machine as a diagram, and other parts of code as text.
In particular, they can express code fragments in a simpli-
�ed form resembling a DSL. Projectional editors store and
manipulate programs directly as an abstract syntax tree, so
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parsing is not necessary [9, 15, 37]. Consequently, they can
mix arbitrary programming languages (multiple GPLs and
DSLs) in a single view without ambiguity.

While text-based languages can be edited in any text editor,
projectional editing ties the language to a specialized editor
that is aware of the language’s syntax and possibly semantics
[66, Chap. 7.3]. Voelter et al. [67] conducts an analysis of
user-friendliness of projectional editing based on JetBrains
MPS. Their conclusion is that projectional editors do not lead
to code being written faster than in conventional text editors.
The authors identify usability challenges in the areas of (i)
e�ciently entering textual code, (ii) selecting and modifying
code, and (iii) infrastructure integration.
Approaches such as grammar cells [68] address the chal-

lenges (i) and (ii) and attempt to improve editing experience
in such editors. The key idea is a formalism for textual nota-
tions via declarative speci�cation of the projectional editor’s
behavior. In our work we use a sophisticated input man-
agement via focus managers (Section 4.2.1) to improve the
editing experience in the projections.

Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) [16, 25, 38, 43, 66] focus
on a limited domain but allow its modeling in a concise and
readable way. By ’making it hard to do something wrong’
[25], they can also reduce the amount of defects and improve
maintainability.

Research activities related to DSLs include extensible lan-
guages like Racket [23, 24], language-oriented programming
and language workbenches [31, 44], analysis of the usage and
properties of DSLs [25, 43, 50], syntactic macros [4, 24, 34],
or enhancing libraries by "syntactic sugar" [22].
Modern DSL engineering frameworks like textX [16] or

Spoofax [38] signi�cantly lower the cost of developing a
DSLs. An even higher level of productivity and toolchain
integration can be achieved by language workbenches dis-
cussed below.
Language workbenches such as Jetbrains’ MPS [7], Mon-

tiCore [44, 61], or Xtext [3] complement and extend DSL
development frameworks by providing editors with syntax
checking and code completion for created DSL or GPL lan-
guages. They also facilitate code parsing and generation.
JetBrain’s Meta-Programming System (MPS) [7, 36, 56] is

probably the most popular publicly available language work-
bench. Since it uses projectional editing, users can switch
between di�erent notations or visualizations of the same pro-
gram. The AST manipulated by the editor is stored in form
of an XML �le. It is then translated into a target language
such as Java or C by the MPS code generator.
Lafontant et al. propose Gentleman, a lightweight Web-

based language workbench [45]. It o�ers commonly used
interface layouts, such as tables, or horizontal and vertical
stacks to design custom visual representations of code. It is
similar to our approach by using web-based components as
projections and their styling through CSS.

Contrary to our approach, these systems persist source
code in a proprietary format. This makes it harder to use
other editors and complicates integration with existing tools.

Programming by example (PBE) is a form of program syn-
thesis which uses input and/or output examples to specify
the desired code, typically a DSL expression [6, 21, 30, 63, 64].
In the past decade, many sophisticated approaches have been
developed, including FlashMeta [57], a framework for design-
ing and implementing program synthesis engines for custom
DSLs. PBE has been commercially exploited in e.g. Excel,
PowerShell and other products to automate string manipu-
lation, data preprocessing, and other tasks [29, 30, 47, 58].
Recently introduced Large Language Models have also been
applied in the �eld of program synthesis, typically in the
context of input speci�cation by natural language [53].
Our method for generating patterns and projection tem-

plates from examples (Section 3) is a form of highly special-
ized PBE. However, instead of a DSL we generate domain-
speci�c GPL code. For patterns, the algorithm described
in Section 3 creates an AST-based data structure which is
then converted into a Template Language, i.e. annotated
JavaScript code. For projections, we use code skeletons which
are populated with the corresponding placeholders (see Sec-
tion 3.4). Compared to work referenced above, our approach
is more narrow and less �exible but has lower complexity
and implementation e�ort.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed an approach and a tool for hybrid editing of
code by mixing a textual representation and projectional
views. Latter can assume virtually any form - from textual,
DSL-like formats to tables to equations. The editor directly
manipulates the source code of the host GPL. This enables
seamless integration of the virtual DSL and the GPL, and
facilitates integration in the development toolchain. Our eval-
uation shows that the approach provides a good developer’s
experience and requires an acceptable e�ort of developing
DSL components. To reduce this e�ort, we have proposed an
approach to generate virtual DSL components from samples
of code and corresponding textual projection.

Our future work will include an implementation of a larger
use scenario in order to re�ne the approach and the eval-
uation. Another task is to o�er our hybrid editor as an ex-
tension for Visual Studio Code. We will also improve the
approach for generating DSL components from samples by
cross-component analysis as discussed in Section 5.3. An
interesting but rather challenging problem is generation of
non-textual projections from examples. Furthermore, a more
rigorous analysis of the soundness and completeness of the
proposed algorithms is needed. Finally, adding type checking
for projectional editing could improve user experience.
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